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ПРИMEРИ УПOTРEБE TEРMOГРAФИJE У ИНЖEЊEРСTВУ 
Брaнислaв Joвaнoвић1, Ивaн Ивaнкoвић2, Влaдимир Пoпoвић3 

Резиме: Инфрaцрвeнa тeрмoгрaфиja je мaшинству дoнeлa брojнe прeднoсти у виду испитивaњa и 

кoнтрoлисaњa oдрeђeних мaшинских дeлoвa, у циљу њихoвoг пoбoљшaњa, oптимизaциje и пoвeћaњa 

пeриoдa eксплoaтaциje. Teрмoгрaфиja прeдстaвљa мeтoду кojoм сe мoжe вршити испитивaњe бeз 

зaустaвљaњa рaднoг прoцeсa рaди утврђивaњa нeпрaвилнoсти. Рeзултaти испитивaњa нajбoљe oсликaвajу 

тeмпeрaтурнe oсцилaциje кoje мoгу утицaти нa дeгрaдaциjу oдрeђeнoг eлeмeнтa, oднoснo склoпa, и 

дoвeсти дo њeгoвoг рaзaрaњa, oднoснo смaњeнe eфикaснoсти. Вeлику примeну у мaшинству имa кoд 

тeрмoизoлoвaних кoмoрa, мoтoрa сa унутрaшњим сaгoрeвaњeм, кao и мaтeриja кoje зaхтeвajу oдрeђeну 

кoнтрoлисaну тeмпeрaтуру, a кoд кojих ниje мoгућe уoчити нeпрaвилнoсти другoм мeтoдoм. У скoриje 

врeмe истрaживaњa су пoкaзaлa дa сe кoришћeњeм мaшинскoг учeњa у oбрaди инфрaцрвeних тeрмaлних 

сликa мoгу дeтeктoвaти прслинe сa вeликoм прeцизнoшћу, нa примeр нa цистeрнaмa зa трaнспoрт oпaснe 

рoбe. Oсим вeликe прeцизнoсти, дoдaтнa прeднoст oвe мeтoдe je штo сe кoнтрoлисaнa пoвршинa нe мoрa 

чистити oд нeчистoћa, кoje су кoд цистeрни у вeликoj мeри присутнe. У oвoм рaду бићe прикaзaни 

oснoвни принципи рaдa инфрaцрвeнe тeрмoгрaфиje, кao и примeри испитивaњa изoлaциoних кoмoрa и 

oткривaњe прслинa кojи мoгу дa пoслужe зa дaљe рaзмaтрaњe.  

Кључне речи: инфрaцрвeнa, тeрмoгрaфиja, тeрмoизoлoвaнa кoмoрa, цистeрнa, дeтeкциja прслинa 

EXAMPLES OF USAGE OF THERMOGRAPHY IN ENGINEERING  

Abstract: Infrared thermography has been highly beneficial in mechanical engineering for inspection and 

control of specific mechanical parts in order to improve their durability and quality. Thermography is a method 

where examination can be conducted without halting working processes to determine irregularities which could 

cause malfunctions or reduced effectiveness. The results of thermography examination best describe temperature 

oscillations which can indicate degradation of a certain part or an assembly. Most notable applications are 

inspection of insulated equipment, internal combustion engines, and also materies that must not deviate from its 

specific controlled temperature. Recent research has shown that use of machine learning in the processing of 

infrared thermal images can detect cracks in material with high precision, for example on tanks for the transport 

of dangerous goods. Apart from high precision, an additional advantage of this method is that the controlled 

surface does not have to be cleaned from impurities, which are largely present in tanks. In this paper, basic 

principles of infrared thermography will be shown together with examinations of insulated boxes and crack 

detection that can serve for future research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Infrared thermography represents science discipline based on usage of electro-optical 

devices for detection and measurement of radiation which is proportional to surface 

temperature. Radiation by itself represents heat movement (of electromagnetic waves) without 

a mediator. The word infrared indicates that its wavelength is within the spectrum of 

electromagnetic radiation. The early steps of thermography were back in 1800 when a 

German astronomer William Herschel discovered infrared radiation by releasing sunbeams 

through light prism and measuring projected color spectrum, using thermometer. During the 

experiments he noticed temperature increase while measuring it from red towards dark red 

spectrum. Dark red spectrum represents infrared radiation [1]. 

Nowadays, thermography is mostly used for discovering irregularities closely related to 

temperature variations (mechanical engineering, electrical devices and wiring, medical 

applications). Main advantage of thermography is the possibility of inspecting the certain 

system, without interruption of working process. Its goal is the discovery of infrared radiation 

of some element within the system in order to discover anomaly and represent it as a 

thermogram [2]. 

2. BASIC THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES 

Heat transfer is the consequence of temperature difference which changes levels of energy 

within the objects. Heat is always transferred from the point of higher temperature towards the 

point of lower temperature. As a result of energy transfer, hotter objects tend to become 

colder by achieving heat balance [3]. 

There are three ways of heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation. Overall heat 

transfer can be done in one or several ways. As for infrared thermography, it is based on the 

measurement of radiation energy, and therefore is mostly connected to heat transfer [3].  

Conduction represents heat transfer within the stationary medium. It occurs as a result of 

a collision between molecules (in liquids) and atomic vibrations (in solids), where energy is 

transferred molecule by molecule, from the point of higher temperature towards lower 

temperature. Conduction depends of the properties of the material – coefficient of heat 

transfer and thickness of material through which the heat is moving [3]. 

Convection stands for heat transfer which occurs in mobile medium and it is almost 

always connected to transfer of heat between solids and movable fluid (like air). There are 

two types of convection: forced and free convection. Forced convection takes place when the 

fluid is moved under the influence of external force, such as wind or air pump. On the other 

hand, free convection happens without this influence [3]. 

Radiation represents energy transfer, including the heat, which is done via 

electromagnetic waves at the speed of light between objects. Electromagnetic waves have 

magnetic and electric properties, and the difference of one form from another (light or radio 

waves) is in its wavelength. While human eye can perceive light, thermal cameras can detect 

radiation of wavelength corresponding to infrared radiation (Figure 1.) [1]. 
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Image 1 -  The electromagnetic spectrum showing the infrared radiation classification and 

corresponding wavelengths [4] 

Radiation detected via thermal camera consists of emission, transmission and reflective 

infrared radiation which is emitted from objects in the vicinity of thermal camera [5]. 

Transmission is the ability of material to allow infrared radiation to pass through it. For 

instance, thin plastic film has a very high permeability and materials with similar properties 

cannot be subjected to thermographic testing [5].  

Emissivity represents a capability of a material to emit infrared radiation. This capability 

can be expressed through emission levels. Emissivity is also influenced by the structure of the 

material surface /5/. 

Reflection stands for capability of material to reflect infrared radiation which originates 

from the surroundings of the material. While using thermal camera, the combination of 

emitted and reflected radiation is being measured [1]. 

 

Basic components of infrared camera are (Figure 2):  

 Lens which collects radiation (similar to lens of photo camera),  

 Wavelength filter,  

 Sensor that reads radiation and translate it into digital form, 

 Amplifier (with signal processing) amplifies the signal and converts the digital form 

into thermographic display, 

 Monitor. 

 

 

Image 2 - Schematic diagram of infrared thermography camera [6] 
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3. INSPECTION OF INSULATION PROPERTY OF THE INSULATED CHAMBER 

The basic indicator of the thermal insulation property of a stationary insulation chamber 

or special transport equipment for transport of perishable foodstuffs is coefficient of heat 

transfer (coefficient K). When it comes to special transport equipment (truck, van, trailer…) 

and depending on the type of food being transported, the required temperature inside the 

insulated chamber can reach -20˚C. To achieve that goal, insulation properties and sealing of 

the insulated chamber must be adequate to enable safe delivery of transported goods in 

accordance with the requirements of the ATP agreement. 

The construction and shape of the chamber can vary according to the requirements of the 

transported goods and mostly consists of sandwich panels that have an insulating material 

coated with polyester or other material that has adequate wear resistance. 

During the initial inspection of insulated chamber, it is necessary to determine the 

coefficient of heat transfer. One of the methods involves cooling of the exterior of the 

insulated chamber while simultaneously heating the interior. The K coefficient represents the 

ratio of the consumed energy and the surface that is heated at a constant temperature 

difference between the outdoor and indoor temperature [8]. 

𝐾 =
𝑊

𝑆∙∆𝑇
                                                                                                                             (1) 

W – Energy consumed (for heating or cooling) 

S – Mean surface of insulated chamber 

ΔT – The difference between the mean indoor and mean outdoor temperatures at a 

constant outdoor temperature. 

 

As an example of heat loss and the imperfection of the chamber construction, we will 

show the initial measurement of K coefficient in a vehicle intended for the transport of 

perishable foodstuffs and medicines. The following thermal images were taken with a UNI-T 

thermal camera (UTi80 Thermal Imager) during the inspection. 

Some thermographic images will be shown, while observing characteristic parts of an 

insulated chamber. 
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Figure 3. Represents initial phase of test for a total of 24 

hours. Radiation reflection from the outside is observed on 

the vehicle body. Additionally, thermal loses are also 

observed at the location of the rear right lamp. 

 

Figure 4. In this thermal picture it is possible to notice 

additional thermal losses on the right sliding door at the 

joints with the body. 

 

Figure 5. This thermal picture shows the bulkhead that 

separates the passenger compartment from the cargo area, 

and it can be seen that this surface emits more energy than 

the outer part of the wall. 

 

Figure 6. Additional heat losses are noticeable at the rear 

double door assembly. It can be noticed that the biggest 

losses are located at the central joint of the door, while the 

heat loss between the door and the body is much smaller. 

 

Figure 7. In this thermal picture, thermal loss can be seen 

at the places where the refrigerating device is fixed, where 

circular openings were made on the wall of the chamber in 

order to connect it to evaporator. 
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4.  CRACK DETECTION 

Due to the danger in the transport of dangerous goods, great emphasis is placed on 

inspection of the tank in which the goods are transported. Because operating conditions are 

not ideal, mobile tanks are often exposed to load levels that can cause deformation and thus 

cracks. However, during periodic inspections, the use of thermography would not require 

preparation for inspection. 

The use of thermography in crack detection is based on the principle of observing the 

difference in temperatures that are a consequence of the existence of air (insulator). A heat 

source is placed next to the crack where a crack is suspected to be present to be present 

(Figure 8). After the process of introducing thermal energy, the temperature is measured at 

certain points with a thermal camera. 

 

Image 8 - Horizontal heat conduction diagram [7] 

 

Image 9 - Crack on shell 

 

The experiment was performed on a metal plate that was integral part of the tank shell. 

Bearing in mind that the crack can be detected with visual inspection (Figure 9), thermal 

imaging was performed to consider the further use of thermography, as an additional method 

for detecting cracks that are difficult to detect and are suspected to exist. The following 

thermal images were taken using a UNI-T (UTi80 Thermal Imager) thermal camera. 

Figures 10-15. shows the measuring points around the crack with a clear indication of the 

temperature drop before and after the crack. The gray scale was chosen for the color scheme 

because it is easiest to notice the shape and existence of a crack. During the experiment it was 

noticed that the clean plate (without any coatings) reflects the radiation from the surrounding 

sources that the thermal camera detected. After that, a matte black paint (emissivity ε≈1) was 

applied, which greatly reduced the presence of reflection on the thermal image. 
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Figure 10. The 

measuring point in 

this figure shows the 

temperature in front 

of the crack in 

relation to the source 

and the beginning of 

the crack itself as 

well as its shape. 
 

Figure 11. The 

temperature 

measurement point is 

about 2.4 degrees 

lower and was 

measured behind the 

crack in regards to the 

source. 

 

Figure 12. From this 

thermal image we 

can see the shape 

and size of the crack, 

as well as the 

expected lower 

temperature in 

relation to the 

source. 
 

Figure 13. From this 

thermal picture we 

notice a drop in 

temperature in 

relation to the point in 

front of the crack. 

 

Figure 14. 

Measuring the 

temperature at points 

outside the crack 

show a minimal 

difference in 

temperature in 

relation to the points 

belonging to the 

crack zone. 
 

Figure 15. The 

thermal image shows 

a minimal 

temperature deviation 

which indicates the 

absence of a crack in 

the measured zone. 

 

Since the thermal image itself is not very useful for fast detection and determination of 

type of cracks (penetrating, non-penetrating or scratch), machine learning with neural 

networks can give good results if the neural network is adequately trained to process thermal 

images [7]. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

For the initial inspection of the insulated chamber and the determination of the coefficient 

K, the application of thermography is suitable because it shows where the greatest 

temperature losses are and shows us places where the chamber should be improved and order 

to achieve greater energy efficiency. Also, during periodic inspections of insulated chambers, 

it is easier to spot imperfections of the insulated chamber that cannot be determined by other 

methods. 

In order to detect cracks, thermography finds application in practice because it does not 

require prior preparation of the material and is therefore suitable for use in tank inspection. It 

can give us a clearer picture of the damage, even that which cannot be seen with the naked 

eye. With further implementation of machine learning in thermal image processing, the 

inspection process can be significantly accelerated.  
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